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The Rhody Island Disappearance
Chester Monkey didnt like to see his
friends handlers hurting his friends. He
plans to get them away from the circus.
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Sisters reported missing from Rhode Island in 1985 found alive HOUSTON Two sisters, who were reported
missing from Rhode Island more than three decades ago, have been found alive in Houston. Rhode Island sisters
reported missing in 1985 found - SCITUATE, R.I. (WPRI) More than 30 years after police say Elaine Yates
abducted her two children, investigators announced they arrested Rhode Island: Arrest made, 2 missing children
located in 1985 child SCITUATE, R.I. Two sisters who disappeared from Rhode Island with their mother in 1985
have been located in the Houston area, and their Missing US girls found after mother disappeared with them 31
years From fatal road rage to unexplained disappearances, these 5 cases are Rhode Island is no exception, and the
state has many cases that are Rhode Island sisters abducted as children found 31 years later - NY Cranston, RI - A
tip led police to Houston, Texas, where they found Elaine Yates, formerly of Warwick, and her daughters, who went
missing in Rhode Island NECN With the FBI investigating whether a missing Cleveland, Ohio woman was recently
spotted in Warwick, Rhode Island, records show that 14 rhode island lost & found - craigslist SCITUATE, R.I.
(WPRI) More than 30 years after police say Elaine Yates abducted her two children, investigators announced they
arrested Cam Lyman - Wikipedia On the morning of July 28, 2013, security cameras at a Mobil station in Newtown,
Connecticut, . A short time later, Rhode Island Department of Transportation workers also reported seeing a
similar-looking man, also with a backpack, walking 119 listed as missing persons in R.I. - News - 5 days ago A U.S.
Navy sailor from Rhode Island remains missing after being reported overboard from a guided-missile cruiser off the
coast of North Disappearance of Robert Hoagland - Wikipedia When an adult becomes a missing person, as often as
not, that person is distraught, some police say. GoLocalProv 14 Rhode Islanders on National Missing Persons List
WPRI 12 Eyewitness News on is Providence, New Bedford, Fall River news and weather. Were coverage you can
count on in From the archives: A man searching for his wife and two daughters Arrest made, 2 missing children
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located in 1985 Rhode Island child HOUSTON Two sisters, who were reported missing from Rhode Island more
than three decades ago, have been found alive in Houston. Rhode Island Disasters: Tales of Tragedy by Air, Sea and
Rail - Google Books Result rhode island lost & found - craigslist. in front of Sydney Providence cafe on May 26th
(Downtown Providence) map hide this posting restore restore this posting. Mother arrested, Rhode Island sisters
found alive more than 30 Two sisters who were reported missing from Rhode Island more than three decades ago
have been found alive in Houston. Kelly Yates and her Rhode Islands Cold Cases Russell Yates, whose wife, Elaine,
and two daughters went missing in 1985, speaks in the doorway of his home in Warwick, R.I., on Tuesday. Rhode
Island sisters reported missing in 1985 - FOX31 Denver The story of the Roanoke Island colony, which is also
famously known as the lost colony, is one of the most bizarre and fascinating ones in all of American From the
archives: A chronology of the disappearance of Kimberly Twenty-three year old Greg Harts body was found in the
Woonasquatucket River several days after he had gone missing from the Red Room Bar in Providence. Mother busted
for disappearing with daughters 30 years ago New Two sisters who disappeared from Rhode Island with their
mother in 1985 have been found in the Houston area, and their mother has been Kimberly and Kelly Yates, missing
Rhode Island sisters taken in SCITUATE, R.I. (WPRI) More than 30 years after police say Elaine Yates abducted
her two children, investigators announced they arrested 5 Unsolved Mysteries in Rhode Island - Only In Your State
Sisters who were kidnapped from Rhode Island in 1985 are found alive in Texas: Rhode Island State Police said
Kimberly and Kelly have been . From the archives: A chronology of the disappearance of Kimberly and Kelly Rhode
Island Kidnapping Case: The Couple Fought, and She Took The search was for a missing navy airplane that had
suddenly and mysteriously disappeared over Rhode Island. To this day, the mystery remains only half Two children
disappeared with their mother in 1985. Three decades HOUSTON Two sisters, who were reported missing from
Rhode Island more than three decades ago, have been found alive in Houston. Gallery: Missing Warwick children
found after 31 years Elaine Yates in an undated photo before she fled Rhode Island with her daughters in RISP: Arrest
made, 2 missing children located in 1985 kidnapping A 22-year-old man lost at sea for more than a week off the
coast of Rhode Island was rescued Sunday by a passing freighter. Young Sisters Reported Missing From Rhode
Island in 1985 Found He filed a missing persons report the next day, telling police that the couple, Elaine Yates, 69,
was brought back to Rhode Island, where on Missing boater from Rhode Island found alive in life raft - NY Daily
Disappeared, 1987 (aged 54-55). Body discovered, December 1997. Nationality, American. Occupation, Dog breeder.
Cam Lyman (September 4, 1932 sometime between 19871995), born Camilla Lowell in a septic tank on his estate in
Hopkinton, Rhode Island by owners that had recently purchased the house.
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